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This calendar is full of love and support and its a wonderful way to let a treasured person know
they are always in your thoughts and prayers.

About the AuthorDonna Fargo is one of the most prolific songwriters in Nashville and a former
English teacher. With her writings, she taps into that ""sensitive place from where feelings come,
as they are born and sculptured in the private confines of the heart."" It is her hope that those
who read and share her words will become connected in a more meaningful way.
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LLC927, “Another beautiful collaboration between Donna Fargo and Blue Mountain Arts.
Another beautiful collaboration between Donna Fargo and Blue Mountain Arts!!!! This 2016
calendar has stunning illustrations that emphasize the prolific writings of singer/songwriter/
authoress, Miss Donna Fargo. This calendar complements Fargo's current book by the same
name ......which I have ordered previously. Long after the months of 2016 have gone by, each
writing and illustration will make framed beautiful wall hangings in my home. After receiving this
calendar, I now see I will need to order several more for myself and friends and family.I'm so
excited! I just received my SECOND order of Donna Fargo's 2016 calendar from Amazon.com
today. Can't wait to give them to friends for their birthdays coming up soon. I'm giving them the
new calendar and an autographed copy Donna's current book by the same name.”

Richard D. Page Jr., “Amazing Words from an Amazinbg Lady. WOW! One amazing calendar
with such beautiful writings that will touch each and everyone's heart. This lady is not only a
wonderful writer but a very talented singer. After researching her, she is well known for her pop/
country single "Happiest Girl in the Whole USA." If you have not heard it, I advise you to check it
out; as well as some of her other writings. Her book "Ten Golden Rules for Living in This Crazy
World" is a book that everyone can relate to.  Way to go Ms. Fargo!!!”

Bruce Jones, “A beautiful Calendar filled with beautiful words!!. A beautiful Calendar filled with
beautiful words by an incredible person!! Love the book and the calendar!! As I have said before
and I will say again if you need an encouraging word to help get you through the day then read
one of Donna's powerful poems. They are very uplifting and exactly what you would expect from
"The Happiest Girl In The Whole USA"! I highly recommend this book and calendar to anyone or
to anyone looking for a great gift to give a special person to let them know you care!”

Southwest VA Shopper, “The Perfect Gift for the Start of Year. This is a beautiful calendar. I
bought as a Christmas gift for my Aunt but quickly came back to purchase several others once I
saw how well received it was. Donna Fargo has written and produced a stunning work of art that
captures one's thoughts and emotions so perfectly. God has blessed her with a gift and I am
glad she has shared it in this wonderful calendar. This is well worth the cost and I couldn't be
more thrilled with this purchase quality and content.”

punkin, “It is a very beautiful calendar, as everything that Donna Fargo does. It is a very beautiful
calendar, as everything that Donna Fargo does.I Love it. Thank you Donna!! Very uplifting”

The book by Hot Dudes Reading has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 13 pages
Item Weight: 0.353 ounces
Dimensions: 11.8 x 0.2 x 9 inches
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